WHAT WILL
WE LEARN
TODAY?
Home learning: Wednesday 27th January

Literacy: what do you want
to be when you grow up?
Talk about and then draw a picture of what you would
like to be when you grow up. There are so many different
jobs out there it can be hard to pick. Encourage your
child to start off by thinking about what it is they enjoy
doing.
Planning what to put on paper and making meaning of
the marks they make is great preparation for writing.
Children who are ready to write can think about sounds
used in words they want to write to label their picture.

Maths: toy racing
Ordinal numbers are numbers that tell you the
position of something in a series or list such as,
first, second, third. Have a race using toys like cars
or have a running race. See if you child can label
the order the racers using ordinal numbers (1st,
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th).
Counting is not just about finding how many of
something there are. We use ordinal numbers all
the time to order and position items. The date is
just one example of everyday ordinal numbers as
it tells us when something happened such as
25th January.

Understanding the world
Our story this term is called Astro Girl and is all
about a girl who wants to become an astronaut
and go to space. Talk with your child about
whether they would want to be an astronaut and
go to space. What do they think it would be like?
What things might they see and do? You can
watch the video together to explore more about
what astronauts do.
Children might come up with question that we
do not know the answer to because space is an
intriguing and mystifying thing but this is the
start of developing scientific inquiry skills.

Are you ready to learn and play? Click on the icons for
play ideas in videos:

Share pictures or videos of your learning via Tapestry:
HTTPS://TAPESTRY.INFO/

